The paper examines the problem of testing and confidence set construction for onedimensional functions of coefficients in AR(p) models for potentially persistent time series. 
Introduction
The main problem discussed in this paper is how to make inferences on a one dimensional parameter in AR(p) models in a situation where there may be a unit root. Impulse response functions (IRF) at some horizon will be our leading example.
IRF estimates and confidence sets are the most common way of reporting results for AR/VAR estimation, as well as a mean for assessing the fit between theoretical macro models and the data.
Two main problems arising in inferences on IRFs are high non-linearity of IRF considered as a function of coefficients and the high level of persistence in most macro time series. The former problem can at least partially be solved by the bootstrap procedure. However, the implications of the later problem and the possible interplay of the two problems are not well understood in the literature.
The question of how much a practitioner should be concerned about the potential presence of a unit root is a controversial one. At one extreme Inoue and Kilian (2002) showed that presence of unit root does not matter for fixed horizon impulse responses. They say: "Our results also provide the basis for bootstrap inferences on smooth nonlinear functions of [.. . coefficients] such as impulse responses and halflives, provided the limiting distribution is nondegenerate." Their statement implies that the usual bootstrap will work at least asymptotically regardless of whether there is a unit root, i.e. the influence of a unit root is asymptotically negligible. At the other extreme is the claim by Whright (2000) that there is no (at least he is not aware of any) non-conservative methods of controlling size uniformly over the parameter space.
The reason for such a difference in opinions is the use of different asymptotic assumptions. If we assume the horizon (at which IRF is estimated) is fixed then we would indeed arrive at the same conclusion as Inoue and Kilian (2002) . However, if the horizon is modeled as being proportional to the sample size, then the asymptotic of Wald, LM and LR statistics will be non-standard (with the limit distribution depending on nuisance parameters) if a unit root (or a weak unit root) is present.
The later asymptotic assumption may provide better approximation when the horizon is long enough compared with the sample size. Methods suggested by Gospodinov (2004) and Pesavento and Rossi(2006) use this asymptotic setting. We emphasize that confidence sets based on the classical methods (delta-method, bootstrap) will be significantly different from those produced by methods using linearly growing horizon asymptotics such as proposed by Gospodinov (2004) , and Pesavento and Rossi(2006) . These two different approaches have required practitioners to choose a set of asymptotic assumptions, making inferences subjective. Thus, the main goal of this paper is to create a unified framework for the theoretical assessment and comparison of the different methods for confidence set construction. This unified framework includes both the classical asymptotic settings with a fixed horizon and also the nonstandard asymptotic approximations of Gospodinov (2004) as special cases. It allows for comparison of the asymptotic coverage obtained by the different methods both in the settings for which they are intended and also under the alternative asymptotic assumptions. Furthermore, the framework presented here defines a measure characterizing the extent to which a practitioner should be concerned about a presence of a unit root. I suggest a guideline on choosing a method of confidence set construction depending on the measure of "unitrootness".
In this paper we use standard statistics such as the Wald, LM and LR (and their signed versions) for conducting inferences mainly because these are the statistics discussed in the previous literature on IRF. We address the central question of the construction of critical values providing uniformly good coverage.
I consider a large set of one-dimensional functions of the coefficients. For some of them, including coefficients of AR(p) model, the presence of unit root does not enter the play. For some others, including impulse responses for fixed long horizons, inferences can be made in the standard way if the sample size is huge, but not if the sample size is small. There are also some functions, including autocorrelation, halflife, and other measure of persistence, for which inferences never become standard if one has a unit root, even with a very large sample.
I approach the issues concerning non-linearity and unit roots by initially considering only linear functions of coefficients. In a linear setting there is no difference between the Wald, LM and LR statistics, however, these test statistics do become very different when there is a highly non-linear parameter of interest. I show that Wald statistic(and t-statistic) is very sensitive to the curvature and may not have stable asymptotics when the curvature increases to infinity. The LR statistic is less sensitive to the non-linearity. I prove that the LR statistic for IRF has the same asymptotic distribution as its linearized version.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 provides a general asymptotic framework and introduces the measure of the potential distortions that can be introduced by a unit root. In section 3 we obtain the asymptotic coverage of different methods of constructing confidence sets. In section 3 all the results are stated for linear functions only. The issues related to non-linearity are discussed in section 4. The results of simulation study are in section 5. All proofs are collected in the Appendix.
Generalized asymptotic framework
In this section I discuss the motivation and intuition of the results on a toy example of AR(2). Formal statements are put in Section 3
Consider a sample of size T from an AR(2) process written in the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) form:
where the error terms satisfy Assumptions A below. 
in terms of autoregressive roots. I assume that |µ| ≤ 1 and |λ| < θ < 1, that is, at most one unit root is possible. The results of this section will be generalized to AR(p) processes in Section 3.3 below.
I am interested in constructing a confidence set for IRFs γ = f k (ρ, α) at horizon k. The main interest of this paper in finding a procedure of confidence set construction possessing overall good finite sample coverage. A finite-sample coverage of a confidence set C is
where Y = {y 1 , ..., y T } is the sample, F is a (potentially infinitely dimensional) nuisance parameter characterizing the distribution of error terms. The finite sample coverage is the worst coverage one can get using the procedure C if she does not know the true values of parameters (ρ, α, F).
A good procedure should have coverage close to the declared level at least for large enough sample size T , and hence be based on some asymptotic justification.
We will see later that the presence of nuisance parameter F does not matter asymptotically as long as some moments of the error terms are bounded(Assumption A).
The parameter of interest, γ, is one-dimensional, while the estimated parameter (α, ρ) is two-dimensional, this create a potential for a nuisance parameter problem. The presence of the nuisance parameter ρ is vital here. Asymptotic distributions of many statistics of interest depend on ρ in a close proximity to the unit root, and sometimes ρ cannot be estimated with an accuracy needed for simulating those distributions.
The accuracy of asymptotic approximations depend on how large the horizon k compared with the sample size T . For simplicity I allow the horizon k = k T to change with the sample size.
Below I sum up some of the known results on IRF confidence set construction.
There are two different asymptotic settings researchers consider in this model: classical asymptotics and local to unity asymptotics.
Assumption CA (classical asymptotics). Assume that all autoregressive roots are fixed and strictly inside the unit circle, that is |µ| < 1, and the sample size T increases to infinity.
Under the CA assumption the OLS estimates ( ρ, α) of ADF coefficients are √ T − asymptotically normal. The delta-method implies that a smooth non-degenerated function of coefficients will be asymptotically normal. As a result, under Assumption CA the standard-OLS based estimate of IRF is √ T − asympttically normal: Lütkepohl (1990) provided formulas for calculating the standard deviations σ k .
However, it was quickly noticed that the normal distribution provides a very poor approximation for the finite sample distribution of IRF estimates and the corresponding t-statistics especially for long horizons (Kilian (1999) ). The main two reasons for poor accuracy of the normal approximation are the high non-linearity of IRF and the possibility of having a unit root. The former is a consequence of relative importance of higher order terms in applying delta-method to very non-linear functions. It can be fixed at least partially by the bootstrap (Runkle (1987) ) and the bootstrapafter-bootstrap (Kilian (1998) ). The empirical performance of the different forms of bootstrap was examined by Kilian (1999) . The performance of the bootstrap in the potential presence of the later problem (potential unit root)is questionable. It is known that the usual bootstrap does not work in AR(1) case when ρ = 1 (Basawa et al.(1991) ) and in close proximity to it. The problem here is that Assumption CA fails if the process has a unit root.
The behavior of the sum of the AR coefficients, ρ, in situations when one of the roots is very close to a unit root, can be described by local to unity asymptotics suggested in a sequence of papers by Bobkoski (1983) , Cavanagh (1985) , Chan and Wei (1987) , Phillips (1987), and Stock (1991) .
Assumption LU (local to unity asymptotics). Let us assume that the largest autoregressive root is changing with the sample size µ = 1 + c/T , while the second root is strictly separated from the unity |λ| < θ < 1.
The LU assumption corresponds to the following behavior of ADF parameters:
If Assumption LU holds then the OLS estimate of ρ is T -consistent and the tstatistic for ρ asymptotically has a non-standard distribution depending on the local to unity parameter c:
dw(s) is Ornstein-Ulenbeck process based on the standard Brownian motion w(t). The main difficulty is that the local parameter c could not be consistently estimated. At the same time, the OLS estimate for the second parameter α behaves regularly: it is √ T -consistent and asymptotically normal.
The local-to-unity asymptotics is continuous in the following sense. If the local to unity parameter c becomes very negative, which corresponds to a more stationary case, then the LU limit distribution t c becomes very close to the standard normal Phillips (1987) ). Namely, if the true largest root is not local to unity, the asymptotic distribution of the t-statistic suggested in LU setting is still very close to the asymptotic approximation obtained in classical asymptotic theory.
In other words, LU asymptotic theory provides uniform asymptotic approximation for the distribution of t ρ for the whole interval 0 < ρ ≤ 1 (Mikusheva (2007) ).
The question of whether the presence of a unit root matters for IRF confidence set construction is quite controversial. Inoue and Kilian (2002) showed that if one wishes to make an inference on a smooth function of ρ and α such that the dependence on α is non-trivial, then the bootstrap works asymptotically whether or not there is a unit root. This goes in a deep contrast to the failure of the bootstrap in the AR (1) case. The idea is quite simple: even though under Assumption LU the asymptotic distribution of ρ is non-standard, the estimate is "super-consistent"( ρ converges to ρ at the speed 1/T ). As a result, the influence of the "non-standard" LU component is asymptotically negligible in asymptotics and the limit distributions for many smooth functions of ρ and α will be the same as if ρ is known.
Formally, the results by Inoue and Kilian (2002) can be applied to IRF for a fixed horizon k, and would imply the asymptotic validity of the bootstrap inferences.
That is, the formal statement is that for any fixed k one has coverage(C, k) Pesavento and Rossi(2006) ). In both cases the limit distributions are non-standard and non-pivotal (depending on the local parameter c). The authors suggested making inferences using the local to unity limit theory and a grid method (one similar to Hansen's grid bootstrap in Gospodinov, and one similar to Stock's (1991) confidence set in Pesavento and Rossi). I want to emphasize that these results are in strict contrast to those of Inoue and Kilian (2002 The general problem here is that the aforementioned methods cannot be linked to each other in a continuous way. On the contrary, they contradict each other. This paper aims at creating a joint asymptotic setting that includes both a fixed horizon and also a linearly increasing horizon cases. This allows the treatment of all previous results in a common framework. It also allows us to provide a practical recipe on making inferences about IRFs.
It is worth mentioning that there is always the choice of using conservative confidence intervals as suggested by Wright (2000) . The nuisance parameter (ρ) problem is solved by constructing a confidence interval Υ for ρ using Stock's (1991) method.
And then for each ρ in the interval one should construct an interval C ρ for IRF given the value of ρ, and choose the union of all such intervals ∪ ρ∈Υ C ρ . The significance level of the final interval is at most the sum of the significance levels of the two steps.
One should remember that Write's interval is asymptotically conservative no matter what asymptotic theory is used, and thus may be excessively wide.
Characterizing the Relative Importance of Persistence
This paper accounts explicitly for possibility of near unit root by introducing a measure of "relative importance" of unit root for the specific function and the sample size. I explain the concept using the example of the IRF, f k , at horizon k.
IRF depends on two parameters: ρ and α. Under the LU assumption the OLS estimate ρ is T -consistent and has a non-standard and non-pivotal asymptotic distribution. The OLS estimate α is √ T -consistent and asymptotically normal. According to the logic of the delta-method, the ratio of derivatives
corresponds to the relative ratio of weights asymptotically put on the uncertainty surrounding estimation of ρ and α. The ratio of derivatives
changes approximately as const · k when k increases, i.e. the dependence of IRF on ρ increases with the horizon. As a result, when one models the horizon k as fixed, asymptotic normality coming from the estimation of α, stochastically dominates the non-standard stochastic component introduced by the super-consistent estimation of ρ. As a result, the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic will be the same as if ρ is known. That is, this asymptotic distribution does not depend on any nuisance parameter, and the usual bootstrap will work (Inoue and Kilian (2002) ). However, if k T = [δT ], the horizon proportionally increases with the sample size as in Gospodinov (2004) and Pesavento and Rossi (2006) , then the ratio of derivatives
, which corresponds to the ratio of weights put asymptotically on ρ and α, increases at speed T . As a result, the influence of the non-standard distribution of ρ on the test statistics stochastically dominates the normal component, and the non-standard asymptotics should be used.
When the horizon k T is changing between the two described extremes, the limit distribution of the t-statistic is a mixture of classical (normal) term and non-standard
. The weights with which two distributions enter the mixture depend on the parameter u which is proportional to lim
(see the definition in section 3). This parameter characterizes the relative stochastic importance of the normal and LU components. I emphasize that the limit distribution is continuous with respect to u at points u = 0 (fixed k is an example) and u = ∞ (Gospodinov's (2004) case).
The methods suggested by Inoue and Kilian (2002) , Gospodinov (2004) , and Pesavento and Rossi (2006) take in consideration only one of the two terms. As shown in Section 3.1, it makes these methods either non-valid (Inoue and Kilian (2002) ) or conservative (Gospodinov (2004) ) when they are applied in a setting between the two extremes. A new procedure, grid bootstrap, inspired by Hansen(1999) is an attempt to base inferences on both terms. It works at both extremes and has relatively small size distortions in between them.
The grid bootstrap is the following procedure. In order to construct a confidence set for f k one need to test different values of IRF H 0 : f k (α, ρ) = γ 0 and declare the acceptance set a confidence set. As a part of testing procedure, he calculates the restricted estimates of (α, ρ) under the null. Then one simulates the model with estimated coefficients and finds the exact distribution of the test statistic for the simulated model to get the null specific critical values.
The grid bootstrap differs from the classical bootstrap by using the restricted (the null specific) estimates when calculates the critical values rather than unrestricted (OLS) estimates. The grid bootstrap differs from Gospodinov's procedure in using simulated distribution of the test statistic rather the LU part of its asymptotic distribution.
The grid bootstrap works at the both extremes and has relatively small size distortions between them. The intuition for that is as follows. If the function of interest f k heavily depends on ρ (u is large) then the null hypothesis
lot of information about ρ and the restricted estimate is very accurate. Below I show that the accuracy of the restricted estimate of local to unity parameter c inversely depends on u. In particular if u = ∞ (the limit distribution has only local to unity term), then one can recover c with certainty and simulate the exact distribution of the statistic of interest. If u = 0, then the restricted estimate is not accurate but we do not need it since the asymptotic distribution of the t-statistic is normal (and does not depend on c). Between two extremes 0 < u < ∞ the grid bootstrap is not asymptotically correct, but the size distortion is relatively small.
Given that the grid bootstrap is a very computationally intensive procedure compared to the classical bootstrap, I would suggest the following guideline for applied researchers. If u is relatively small (the exact cut-offs is in the next section; it depends on the allowed level of size distortion) one should use the classical bootstrap. Otherwise, it is advisable to use the grid bootstrap (if small size distortion are allowed) or Wright's (2000) conservative confidence sets. If u is large (cut-offs are given below) one may go for the procedures suggested by Gospodinov (2004) , or Pesavento and Rossi (2006) , since they are slightly easier to implement than the grid bootstrap.
Some notes about non-linearity.
The IRF is a highly non-linear function of coefficients, where the non-linearity increases with the horizon k. The standard statistics (Wald, LM, LR) respond to the non-linearity differently. It is well-known that while the LR and LM statistics are invariant to non-linear transformations of the parameter of interest, the Wald is not.
This makes the Wald test very sensitive to curvature (Gregory and Veall (1985) ).
Hansen (2006) shows that in a very simple OLS setting, the second order term in the asymptotic approximation of the distribution of the invariant GMM-distance statistics (the analog of the LR) by a χ 2 -distribution is smaller than that in approximation of the distribution of the Wald statistic by a χ 2 -distribution. I am not aware of any general statement claiming that the distributions of LR or LM could be better approximated than the distribution of the Wald statistic. In our setting, we will be able to receive a continuous asymptotic approximation for the LR statistic at both u = 0 and u = ∞, while the asymptotic approximation for Wald does not possesses this property. The Wald test is much more sensitive to the differences in the speed of convergence of the coefficients.
In section 3 I ignore issues of non-linearity by assuming that we are interested in making inference on a linear function of coefficients. This may be thought of as working with a linearized version of the function rather than the function itself. I return to the non-linearity issues in section 4.
The Asymptotic Size of Different Methods
Assume that we have a sample from AR(2) process described by (1) I consider the appropriately normalized variables:
where z t = y t .
One may calculate the unrestricted OLS estimates ( ρ, α) and the restricted esti-
By definition, the Wald-statistic for testing As mentioned before I consider in this section only linear function of coefficients:
Assume also that the assumption LU is satisfied, so z t = x t − c T y t−1 . Thus, the functional central
is an Ornstein-Ulenbeck process, and ξ is N (0, 1) and independent on w.
This gives us
, I consider the t-statistic for testing H 0 :
, and
Here u T is the measure of "unitrootness". In applications one may use a consistent
The value of u T equals the part stochastically corresponding to α:
is the ratio of derivatives, but α is √ T -asymptotically normal with asymptotic variance √ 1 − λ 2 , and ρ is T -consistent with "scale multiplier
is, the function of interest put a disproportionately large weight on the "persistence 
We can also notice that since t c ⇒ N (0, 1) and (−2c)
the limit distribution t(c, u) becomes the standard normal for large −c (stationary
The main result of this subsection is stated in the lemma below.
Lemma 1 Consider a sample from an AR(2) process satisfying assumption A. Let R θ be a set of values of coefficients (ρ, α) such that one of the roots of the characteristic
polynomial |λ| < θ < 1 is strictly separated from the unit circle, and the second root, µ, is unrestricted 0 < |µ| ≤ 1. Assume that the true hypothesis
is tested, and t(γ 0 ) is the OLS t-statistic for testing this hypothesis. Let u T be defined in (4), and c T = T log(µ). Then the finite sample distribution of t-statistic can be asymptotically approximated by the distribution of random variable t(c T , u T ) defined in (5). The approximation is uniform with respect to parameters of the process ρ, α and the hypothesis tested (characterized by u T ):
The main statement of the lemma is that the mixture of two distributions t(c T , u T )
approximates the finite sample distribution of t-statistic independently of the modeling assumptions for the horizon. The approximation works whether one models u T → 0, or u T → ∞, or any behavior in between the two extremes.
For some methods one needs restricted estimates of (ρ, α) , that is the values of (ρ, α) maximizing the likelihood under the null:
One can write down the first order condition for the maximization problem as:
where L is a Lagrange multiplier. As a result,
and
) we have that:
So, if u T → 0, that is, the function of interest put disproportionately large weight on the "persistence coefficient", then under the null one can consistently estimate c. This is exactly the case when the limit distribution of t-statistic is t c , and our need to have a consistent estimate c for making inferences is the strongest. If, however, ρ stochastically has the impact of the same order or less than α, that is, u T → u, u = 0, u ∈ R {∞}, then c cannot be consistently estimated. Notice that if u = ∞, the limit distribution of the t-statistic does not depend on c, and an estimation of c is not needed for inferences.
Coverage of different confidence sets.
value of γ 0 is a confidence set for the parameter γ = f T (ρ, α) and vice verse. I explicitly put sub-index T for the function f , indicating that the function can change with the sample size. The later would corresponds to modeling horizon of IRF as changing. Let a set C(Y ) be a confidence set for γ = f T (ρ, α). The finite sample coverage is
As it could be deduced from previous discussion a finite sample coverage depends on the "unitrootness" of the problem u T . It also depends on a infinitely dimensional nuisance parameter F characterizing the distribution of error terms. However, the dependence on F disappears asymptotically as long as Assumption A is satisfied.
Below we characterize the limit of coverage for different methods of confidence set construction and different modeling assumptions.
For simplicity of notations we use I(J 
J c (t)dw(t).

Classical normal approximation (delta-method).
In the delta-method the distributions of signed statistics (such as the t-statistic, and LR 
where I want to clarify that the difference between u and c. Parameter c T is a nuisance parameter, which is unknown and cannot be consistently estimated. Thus, in order to control coverage, all inferences should be made uniformly in c. More on this in Mikusheva (2007) . Parameter u T is know up to a multiplier depending on λ, which can be uniformly consistently estimated. Everything that can be uniformly consistently estimated is treated as known. The parameter u = lim u T is a modeling assumption; in linearized IRF case u = ∞ corresponds to fixed horizon case; linearly increasing horizon leads to u = 0. As shown in Theorem 1 the asymptotic coverage depends on u. As a conclusion, the delta-method confidence sets for linearized IRF have bad coverage at long horizons.
The extend of size distortion can be seen from simulations of function L ϕ=0.05 (c, u) (please refer to Figure 1 ). As can be seen, the size of the test (confidence set) by the delta-method is higher than the declared level as long as some weight is put on the "persistence" coefficient ρ. The value of the parameter u T calculated from the sample is an indicator of the size distortion, and a measure that can be used to assess the applicability of a method for confidence set construction. If u T ≥ U + dm = 15, then the test (confidence set) with an intended 5% significance level has an asymptotic size of less than 10%. The cut-off U + dm is obtained from simulations. If an applied researcher is willing to accept a procedure with a slightly distorted size, he can use the normal approximation (delta-method) for u T larger than the cut-off.
Classical bootstrap.
The classical bootstrap is the following procedure: we estimate OLS coefficients ( ρ, α) then the equitailed bootstrap interval with a declared 5% significance level will have at most a 10% size. These are the cut-offs that applied researchers may use in order to assess the applicability of bootstrap in their setting.
Theorem 2 Assume we have a sample from an AR(2) process satisfying assumption A. Consider a parameter of interest
γ = f T (ρ, α) = a T ρ + b T α. Assume that lim u T = u ∈ R +
{0} {∞}, where u T is defined in (4). Let C b W (Y ) and C b t (Y ) be confidence sets for γ with the declared coverage of (1 − ϕ). Then
coverage(C b W , f T , F) → 1 − L b,W ϕ (0, u) = 1 − sup c≤0 L b,W ϕ (c, u), and coverage(C b t , f T , F) → 1 − L b,t ϕ (0, u) = 1 − sup c≤0 L b,t ϕ (c, u), where L b,W ϕ (c, u) = P t 2 (c, u) > q W ϕ (u, c) ; L b,t ϕ (c, u) = 1−P q t 1−ϕ/2 (u, c) < t(c, u) < q t ϕ/2 (u, c) .
Moreover both functions L
Gospodinov's method. Here I refer to a method for constructing a confidence set initially suggested by Gospodinov (2004) and adapted in this subsection for linear functions.
The procedure is the following. For a null hypothesis H 0 : f T (ρ, α) = γ 0 we calculate the OLS test statistic ( signed t(γ 0 ) or squared t 2 (γ 0 )) and the restricted estimates ( ρ(γ 0 ), α(γ 0 )). We also calculate the implied value of the local to unity The size properties of the suggested method when the condition lim u T = 0 is violated can be obtained by using the asymptotic theory developed above. Several facts should be noticed: 1)if u > 0, then c is biased (the bias is negative, that is, the series appears as more stationary than it is); 2) the distribution of (t Second, it follows from 4) that the t-statistic (LR ± ) confidence set will have a lower coverage than that declared, and the amount of under-coverage increases with u.
I place these results in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3 Assume we have a sample from an AR(2) process satisfying assumption A. Consider a parameter of interest
be confidence sets for γ with the declared coverage of (1 − ϕ) constructed as in Gospodinov (2004) .
, the process w and the variable ξ are the same as in (5).
Moreover for a sufficiently large u we have
I would not recommend using Gospodinov's method with LR ± statistics unless the null explicitly depends only on the ρ-coefficient. Gospodinov's method for the LR statistic in the linear case overall has very attractive size properties, however, it is somewhat conservative.
Grid bootstrap. It has been shown that the grid bootstrap solves the unit root problem when used for inference on ρ (Mikusheva (2007) ). This section examines whether the grid bootstrap can be useful for IRF inferences. The idea of the grid bootstrap was initially introduced by Hansen (1999) . It was not explicitly formulated for IRF, but was suggested for the sum of AR coefficients confidence set construction. However, it can be easily modified for IRF (for linear functions in this section) by reparametrizing the model in terms of the parameter of interest and one of the coefficients.
The procedure is as following. For each value of γ 0 the hypothesis H 0 : γ = γ 0 is tested using the test statistic (Wald, or t-stat) and simulated critical values. To simulate critical values one calculates the restricted estimates ( ρ(γ 0 ), α(γ 0 )), simulates AR(2) with coefficients ( ρ, α) and errors taken from the residuals, and finds quantiles of the distribution of the test statistics in this model. That is,
The potential usefulness of the method is that if 0 < u < ∞ then the asymptotic distribution of both the sampled and simulated statistics will have the classical and local to unity terms with the correct weights, unlike the classical bootstrap or is below 10% (when the declared level is 5%). As was mentioned above, due to the non-symmetry of the limit distribution the t-statistic equi-tailed interval has better size properties than the symmetric one. The asymptotic size of the 5% grid bootstrap test based on the t-statistic is below 10% for all values of u.
Theorem 4 Assume we have a sample from an AR(2) process satisfying assumption A. Consider a parameter of interest
be the grid bootstrap confidence sets for γ with the declared coverage of (1 − ϕ). Then where
Moreover both functions reach the exact size at the true extremes
Notes on practical implementation. Confidence sets are acceptance sets for the corresponding testing problem. From a practical point of view, using t-statistic with classical asymptotic critical values is the easiest to implement. Using the LR statistic with fixed critical value usually require some grid search which is usually very fast. Pairing t-statistics with classical bootstrap critical values require some additional computer time, although in general it is still very fast, and the set can easily be written. Grid bootstrap is an extremely time consuming procedure, wich requires much optimization for simulated data.
General recommendations for practitioners are as follows. Assume that we are willing to accept small size distortions, say 10% instead of declared 5%. Calculate 
Higher-order processes
Up to this point I have assumed an AR(2) process. However, this was done for simplicity of notations only. All the results can easily be generalized to a general AR(p) process with a known number of lags p. In this subsection I show how to define a measure of "normality" u for an AR(p) process.
Assume that one has a sample from AR(p) process written here in ADF form:
Let
, and all roots 1/λ i of b(·) be strictly separated from the unit circle circle |λ i | < δ < 1. Assume that the error terms {e t } satisfy Assumptions A.
Let LU assumption hold. Define Z t as a subset of regressors in regression (10):
.., ∆y t−p ) , and define the statistics Q and Q e in a manner similar to (2) replacing z with Z. One may use Beverege-Nelson decomposition and the asymptotic results by Phillips (1987) in order to obtain the following convergence:
Here ω 2 is a long-run variance of
Assume we are interested in making inferences on a linear function of coefficients
,
, ξ ∼ N (0, 1). It is easy to notice that
As a result, all the conclusions are totally parallel to the AR(2) case.
It is also easy to show that all results hold if process includes constant and/or time trend. In such a case demeaned/detrended version of Ornstein-Ulenbeck process should be used in limit distributions.
Non-linear functions of interest
In the previous sections I circumvented non-linearity issues by assuming that the parameter of interest is a linear function of the coefficients. One of the implications of this assumption is that the Wald statistic is equal to the LR, and the t-statistic is equal to LR ± . However, IRF is a very non-linear function and the degree of nonlinearity increases with the horizon. It is well known that different statistics behave differently for very curved parameters.
It is easy to notice that the t-statistic is not invariant to a monotonic transformation of the null-hypothesis and re-parametrization of the model. For example, Gregory and Veall (1985) showed that the results of the Wald test can change dramatically under a monotonic transformation of the null hypothesis. The LR test, however, is invariant to such transformations. Hansen (2006) 
Non-linearity. LR.
In this section I show that the LR statistic for the IRF is uniformly asymptotically approximated by the same family of distributions as the linear functions treated in the previous section.
Theorem 5 Consider a sample of size T from a process (10) 
and 2) for any sequence of functions f T ∈ L and for any two sequences (ρ T , α T ) ∈ R θ and (ρ
Assume that LR(f, γ 0 ) is an LR statistic for testing the hypothesis
. Then, the following asymptotic approximation holds :
where
Lemma 2 The class of impulse response functions for the AR(2) model satisfies assumptions 1) and 2) of Theorem 5.
As can be seen from the theorem above, non-linearity of IRF does not matter asymptotically if the LR statistic is used, and the asymptotic size for all procedures discussed in section 3.1 is the same as for the linearized versions of IRFs.
Asymptotics for the t-statistic (Wald statistic).
The problem with the t-statistic (Wald statistic) for IRF on long horizons can be easily illustrated in a simple AR(1) model.
Consider an AR(1) process in a classical setting, that is,
with 0 < ρ < 1 being fixed, and the sample size growing to infinity. Consider an IRF f (ρ) = ρ k modeling the horizon as changing with the sample size
Notice that
where ξ ∼ N (0, 1).
The limiting distribution is uniformly continuous with respect to ρ over the interval θ < ρ < 1 − θ for θ > 0. Since ρ can be consistently estimated, the bootstrap is asymptotically correct under the CA assumption. It is worth noting that an Edgeworth's expansion does not exist. One can understand this from writing down the following Taylor expansion:
As a result,
, all terms are of the same order as the first one. This is a simple example showing that Edgeworth's expansion is not a necessary condition for the consistency of the bootstrap. Now let assumption LU be satisfied. Then
Notice that the LU asymptotic distribution and the CA asymptotic distribution are not connected in a continuous way. Namely,
CA assumption is satisfied but instead one uses the LU asymptotic approximation by plugging in c = T log(ρ), then the asymptotic coverage of such a method differs from the declared coverage. Similarly, lim ρ→1 exp
the "true" behavior is described by LU, and the CA approximation is used instead, then the coverage of this method also differs from the declared coverage.
I used an AR(1) example but it is easy to notice that the discontinuity of CA and LU asymptotics holds in more general AR(p) models as well. The problem arises from high sensitivity of the t-statistics to the curvature of the null hypothesis. The lesson to be learned is that t-statistic (Wald statistic) may be very sensitive to the rate of convergence of the coefficient and be badly approximated by asymptotic theory in a highly non-linear setting.
Note that unlike the t-statistic, the LR statistic is well approximated in the AR (1) case by the LU asymptotic distribution. In fact, since the LR statistic is invariant to monotonic transformations, then the LR statistic for IRF f = ρ k is the same as the LR statistic for the ρ coefficient itself and equals to Wald statistic (squared tstatistic) for the coefficient ρ. Wald statistic (squared t-statistic) for the coefficient ρ is uniformly asymptotically approximated by the limiting distribution under the LU assumptions (Mikusheva (2007) ).
Simulation study.
A big simulation study was performed by Pesavento and Rossi (2007) . It compared coverage (size) of classical methods for IRF inferences such as delta-method, pretest and bootstrap, as well as methods based on linearly growing horizon such as Wright (2000), Gospodinov (2004) and Pesavento and Rossi (2006) . Many of observations obtained in Pesavento and Rossi (2007) are explained and theoretically justified in previous sections.
The main aim of this section is to complete Pesavento and Rossi's (2007) Table 1 we have coverage for sample size T = 500, while in Table 2 coverage for sample size T = 100 is reported. In both cases samples are generated from AR (2) We should note that all convergence stated above does not depend on the null tested, and as a result, are uniform in u T . Then we note that the variable (c, u) . Proof of Theorem 3. The proof follows the same steps as for Theorem 2 but using (7) for the estimate of c.
Proof of Theorem 5.
According to the intermediate value theorem, there exist α * lying between α and α, and ρ * lying between ρ and ρ, such that:
We need the following observations: Now we'll show that LR 1 is equal to the right hand side of (13). First note, that
The restricted estimates ρ and α satisfy the following system of equations:
here λ is Lagrange multiplier for the restricted optimization. The third equation in the system is the statement that f k ( ρ, α) = f k (ρ, α) and uses the definition of h * from above. System (14) implies that, 
This implies that LR 1 equals to the right hand side of equation (13) and ends the proof of Lemma 3.
